WeirFoulds Boosts Its Information Technology and
Intellectual Property Practices Welcoming James Kosa, Lisa
Danay and Thomas Wong
April 17, 2018
By James G. Kosa, Lisa Danay Wallace, Thomas Wong

WeirFoulds is pleased to announce that James Kosa, Lisa Danay and Thomas Wong have joined the firm in the Information
Technology and Intellectual Property Group.
Commenting on the announcement, Wayne Egan, Managing Partner, WeirFoulds LLP said: “The addition of James, Lisa and Thomas is
a significant boost to our IT & IP practice.They reinforce our ability to service our clients with the highest level of expertise and
service in these areas.”
James’s particular areas of expertise include the protection and exploitation of computer and software technology, IT and IP licensing,
and dispute resolution.He regularly advises on software and systems licensing, and outsourcing and development agreements, and
assists clients with privacy, open source, and cloud computing issues as well.
Lisa Danay has a practice that focuses on high tech and internet based companies. She also acts for companies from all industries
assisting them with their privacy and other compliance needs.
Thomas Wong’s practice focuses on e-commerce,cloud computing, hosting services, outsourcing and telecommunications and internet
services.
For his part, James remarked, “I am delighted to be joining the excellent team of lawyers at WeirFoulds. The firm’s commitment to
exceptional client service is a tremendous fit for my practice. I look forward to continuing to provide our clients with creative, practical
and timely advice at our new home.”
James was elected as President of the Canadian Technology Law Association (CAN-TECH) in October 2017. He is also Treasurer of
the Canadian Bar Association (CBA), Intellectual Property Section, Past Chair of the Ontario Bar Association (OBA), Information
Technology and E-Commerce Section, and a member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers(IEEE), Intellectual
Property Institute of Canada (IPIC), Canadian IT Law Association (IT.CAN), International Technology Law Association
(ITECHLAW),Toronto Computer Lawyers’ Group (TCLG), and the Toronto Intellectual Property Group (TIPG).
James can be reached at jkosa@weirfoulds.com, 416.947.5043, and via LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/in/jameskosa/
Lisa can be reached at ldanay@weirfoulds.com, 416.947.5041, and via LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisadanay/
Thomas can be reached at twong@weirfoulds.com, 416 947.5066, and via LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-
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For more information or inquiries:

James G. Kosa
Toronto
416.947.5043

Email:
jkosa@weirfoulds.com

James Kosa is a partner at WeirFoulds with a practice focused on information technology and intellectual property
law.

Lisa Danay Wallace
Toronto
416.947.5041

Email:
ldanay-wallace@weirfoulds.com

Lisa Danay Wallace is a partner in the information technology and intellectual property law practice group at
WeirFoulds LLP. She acts for clients when procuring and selling software and technology related services.

Thomas Wong
Toronto
416.947.5066

Email:
twong@weirfoulds.com

Thomas Wong is a Partner in the Corporate Practice Group at WeirFoulds.
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